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10 Retail Trends



Retail trends are driven by the macro environment, most directly the state of the economy, 
prevailing social conditions and the rapid evolution of technology, a key enabler of retail 
evolution. 
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The advent of Covid-19 precipitated an unprecedented global re-set as safety soared to the 
number one shopper priority for a period. This hugely accelerated e-commerce, including 
FMCG, and fast-forwarded retailer plans to develop or evolve their digital platforms and the 
distribution capabilities to service the demand. Responses included low-tech M-Commerce 
on SMS and WhatsApp for drive-through collection from stores to website Click and Collect 
and delivery services, as well as customised Apps. As the virus wreaked havoc on livelihoods 
and unemployment spiralled Value trumped Safety and continues to be a strong driver 
in shaping retail in Africa. The centre of power sits with the shopper as the world shrinks 
around us and you can shop for anything from almost any digital platform, anywhere and pay 
simply, easily and instantly. Then you can wait for it to be delivered from down the street or 
the other side of the globe, without leaving your home.

These are, in our view, the ten biggest trends in retail right now, with many of them inevitably 
overlapping. 

As shopper need  
states shift so does  
the way they shop  

and both brand  
owners and retailers 

respond, adjust  
and reset. 



A little while back it would have fair  
to say that the retailers held all the  
power rather than the manufacturers,  
which was arguably the case before this. 

There has been a seismic shift in the  
equilibrium in recent years however and  
the balance of the power now firmly rests  
with the shopper.

Shoppers are informed and empowered as they never have been  
before. They have a voice. They have virtually limitless options and with  
no restrictions of geography are increasingly shifting toward omnichannel shopping,  
which retailers are adapting to. 

Loyalty programmes are ubiquitous. Almost all channels also have strong 
value offerings and convenience, while always important, is not enough 
on its own. 

Shoppers are largely retailer-agnostic and will shop across retailers and store formats, driven 
by their particular mission. They are increasing demanding and expect good choice and 
safe products that are ethically sourced and represent good value. They also expect 
the retailers they support to be behaving responsibly and to be good citizens as far as 
sustainability initiatives and community investment go. These expectations are becoming 
foundational and are no longer the grounds upon which retailers can build differentiating 
strategies. Retailers need to cover all these bases with both their brand proposition and 
product offerings and then also drive as positive an experience for the shopper as possible, 
both in their stores and on their online purchase platforms.
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Power shift  
to shopper
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This trend underpins all of the others  
and is by far the most significant as 
an enabler in the evolution of retail, 
incorporating the building blocks of  
what constitutes the fourth Industrial 
Revolution. 

While the technologies listed on the next page are  
evolving at different rates, many aspects intersect  
with and impact retail from a product innovation 
perspective as well as with regard to route-to-market, 
sales, supply chain, store resource deployment and 
payment.

As the number of touchpoints with consumers increase, 
retailers have more and more data to identify their 
customers and discern their preferences. The challenge 
is the infrastructure that will assist them to mine it and 
gain the insights that will inform what they prioritise  
and the way they innovate.
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Technology and Digital  
acceleration
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There are
6 key technologies, 
some already present that 
will increase in importance, 

and others, yet emerging that 
will increase in significance 

further down the line:

01

04

0305

0206

Artificial 
Intelligence 

Blockchain

Quantum 
Computing 

Robotics

BiosciencesCybercurrencies
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01 | Artificial Intelligence 

Possibly the most profound of these technologies, artificial intelligence (AI) will 
fundamentally change both the front and back end of retail.  As we move from narrow 
AI to grapple with the next phase - machine learning - many daily tasks will be automated 
and the software will improve itself. 

A seamless shopper experience requires a huge amount of work. This includes improved 
forecast accuracy, data transparency and unified planning processes across different 
operational areas, spanning off and online, especially since in many instances’ stores are also 
serving as local fulfilment centres, enabling quick delivery to  
adjoining suburbs. Big investment in the technologies that  
make this possible needs to be made, coupled with  
highly developed analytical capabilities. 

In time, AI will enable far superior  
operational efficiency as retailers’  
systems themselves help them 
hone operations with laser focus,  
by store.

Store design will be impacted  
including the incorporation  
of virtual assistance and  
built-in media opportunities  
for augmented reality.  
We will move toward ‘smart’  
everything, including  
receiving areas, store rooms,  
inventory tracking and order  
generation, shelves, product  
and price tags, POS, trollies and  
check-outs.
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acceleration

02 | Quantum Computing  

While set to radically revolutionise computing power, practical and affordable  
applications remain decades away. 

A more immediate concern around quantum however is its potential to disrupt 
encryption, flagged potentially to take place within the next five years.

Summarised : All computing systems rely on a fundamental ability to store and 
manipulate information. Current computers manipulate individual bits, which  
store information as binary 0 and 1 states. Quantum computers  
leverage quantum mechanical phenomena to manipulate  
information. To do this, they rely on quantum bits, or qubits. In a  
state of superposition they can act as both 0 and 1 at the same  
time. Not restricted to a single binary state quantum physics  
with computer science achieves processing power that  
is exponentially more powerful than traditional  
computers and use considerably less energy to  
do so. Giants like IBM, Google, NASA even the  
CIA are in a race to develop what will be  
the globes most powerful supercomputer.  
Quantum computing will impact  
fundamentally on how the world  
works, including the internet itself.
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03 | Biosciences

This discipline will have a huge impact on food and health that will affect retail,  
both in terms of product and retail design.

Urbanization, population growth, and a rising global middle class have led to greater  
meat consumption that will become unsustainable and meatless companies are gearing 
up to fill the gap with the deployment of 3-D printing technology that substitutes cheap  
protein, as just one example. There are many others. Advances in material science and 
additive manufacturing (3-D printing) will impact the delivery of many other consumables 
eventually at scale, at very low costs.

Potential applications include the delivery of personalised  
pharmaeuticals; ‘pills on demand’ according to the 
individual condition of the patient. Dosages can  
be made more suitable for each patient’s  
individual physical condition, even  
customising tablet shape and structure 
to control release rates as an example.

3-D Bioprinting uses cells and  
other biocompatible materials  
as ‘inks’, also known as ‘bioinks’,  
to print living structures  
layer-by-layer which mimic the  
behaviour of natural living  
systems. Used commonly in  
pharmaceutical development  
and drug validation, it will be  
used for medical application.  
e.g.: skin and bone grafts, even  
3-D printed full organs.
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04  | Blockchain

Distributed ledger technology is already being used by Walmart and Carrefour to 
track the provenance of fresh goods. 

Traceability, tracking, transparency and authentication will play a significant 
role in the evolution of intelligent supply chains and result in increased 
efficiency and safety for the shopper. 

Safety remains a key concern for shoppers from all income  
groups, as highlighted with the recent listeriosis break out  
in South Africa amongst lower income consumers  
of processed meat.



02
Technology and Digital  
acceleration

05  | Cybercurrencies

Blockchain dependent, they will eventually attract government backing and 
transform financial markets and the way goods and services are paid for.

Cash-less, contact-less transactions to rise: The drive toward digital payment is not 
new with banks, card companies, fintech and retailers having rolled out digital 
payment mechanisms. We have also seen an increase by  
retailers of the use of the QR code. 90% of the informal  
retailers in Africa however are still run using cash. Whilst  
cash has always been preferable it remains a security  
hazard and is not always then easily transferable. POS  
devices tethered to mobile phones are making steady  
headway and there are new micro platforms using  
the QR code that will support increasing  
financial inclusion.
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06  | Robotics

Beginning with process automation and warehouse management, the science of 
robotics will infuse mainstream retail in years to come as the hard and software 
becomes more cost effective. 

This will extend to the automation of physical tasks and virtual assistants to the use 
of drones and autonomous vehicles for deliveries.

Investment in retail tech is growing with financing increasing  
nearly 60% to $3.7B in 2019*, as retailers recognise the need to  
invest in tech that can increase productivity and profitability. 

(Source: CB Insights/ State of Retail Tech / Future World)



Rather than just a label for a  
category of shopper, Value has  
become a primary focus globally  
with Africa being no exception. 

Pre-Covid we had seen the rise of Value as a shopper  
proposition with the resurgence of the Discounter attracting  
even affluent shoppers who are happy to shop down in certain  
categories so they can indulge in others. In a Covid-ravaged world  
Value has become a means of survival in many communities who  
have to make their resources stretch as far as possible.

The focus has moved to staples and price warfare wages. Value being a relative concept 
has been embraced across retailers from the bottom end right to Woolworths’ packaging 
value propositions to their more affluent shopper base weekly. We are entering a period of 
fundamentalism that we do not see going away soon as economies struggle to recover.

Retailer brand expansion and a rising investment in private label are included in how retailers 
are responding to and embracing this trend, set to become entrenched. They need to find 
ways to continue to offer value that not only keeps them in the game but adds to their 
market differentiation.
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Usave was not meant to be a hugely profitable  
format, but to stop the competition from  

aggravating us.
– Whitey Basson

Value rises

03



Convenience has also been a long-time retail trend that has only grown in importance  
with the advent of Covid-19. 

As the daily demands of urban life and work on consumers  
grows, the need for a local efficient en-route store  
where they can top up fast, get a meal or a treat  
and get on with their day has grown. 

The pandemic has given an impressive boost to  
convenience and local store sales in 2020. 

The trend also applies to shopper offers within bigger  
stores, where food hampers and bundles were  
assembled for value and convenience. Proximity is  
also everything when it comes to online and having  
inventory closer to consumers means quicker delivery  
lead times for online shopping being fulfilled out of  
local stores.

Online shoppers need to be able to return product that  
is unsuitable and usually want to do this to a physical  
store. This will only grow in significance as online FMCG  
shopping grows and the role of the local store evolves to  
remain relevant and profitable.
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Convenience  
explodes

04



Retailers are following shoppers as they expand their 
physical and digital offerings. In the process, they are 
being forced to commit to a primary brand and market 
positioning as they try to fill all of the gaps and cover 
market segments with new formats and offerings. 

Hyper segmentation has seen retailer  
eco-systems expanding and overlapping  
so that little remains linear. 

Retail expansion includes retailers introducing entirely 
new formats – from speciality outlets in Liquor, Cellular 
and Pharmacy to moveable container stores and a variety 
of digital formats. There is opportunity for collaboration as 
they grapple with this expansion and the delivery systems 
to support it.
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Retail blurring 
eco-system  
expansion
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Margin squeeze  
execution mastery

06
The demand for value by beleaguered shoppers has seen price warfare rage and retailers 
have all been drawn into the fray. 

Manufacturers and service providers are under pressure to deliver the best possible prices 
and the retailers have themselves invested in trying to cushion the effect of inflation on 
rising food prices. 

The imperative to protect and grow margin in these asset heavy 
businesses continues to colour their outlook and strategies. Anything  
that represents an opportunity to unlock value in their business will  
be prioritised, whilst not compromising their greatest asset – their 
shopper base.

The list includes the acceleration and expansion of Private Label  
and using their history, systems and trading data to hone their  
ranging and resourcing by store to get incrementally better  
at the execution of their operations. 

Precision retailing is the destination, incorporating  
execution mastery that eliminates all manner  
of waste across their resources.
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People have taken to shopping where they live and local retailers  
have come to the fore. 

As people worked from home and avoided busy city centres online retail grew in 
importance, but so too did local retail as consumers reacquainted themselves  
with the shops in their neighbourhood.

Independent neighbourhood retailers faced challenges but  
have found ways to adapt and build on newfound shopper  
interest to retain custom. They have managed to cement 
and extend local appeal by doing everything from  
maintaining availability to standing out for their service  
standards and, like their corporate counterparts,  
switching into the potential of online, even if was  
somewhat more low-tech. Care for the community  
was rewarded by more local trade.

Small-scale, locally owned businesses create  
communities that are more prosperous,  
entrepreneurial and connected. They  
do not just serve the community but  
are often at the heart of it, a trend that  
will build and gain momentum in the  
wake of the economic havoc brought  
by the pandemic.
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Localism &
Community

07
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Experience & the 
Store as Media

08

The shopper remains at the centre of retailer  
strategy and even as the shopper’s repertoire  
expands to include online, their experience is ultimately  
what will determine their relationship with a retailer. 

This experience will need to be ‘blended’ as shoppers  
regard their interactions online as just as important as  
those they have in a store. 

Streamlining user experience and online touchpoints will be just as important as curating 
the user experience in a physical store. 

We’ve seen the proliferation of innovative initiatives, which will continue to challenge retailers 
as they attempt to differentiate themselves and leverage partnerships with strong brands 
that add instant credibility to theirs. Even as online grows we envisage stores remaining an 
integral part of the shopper journey in different formats into the future.

Examples include: 
 » Hybrid stores that are part transactional and part fulfilment 

centre as is currently happening. 
 » Showcase Stores that are a brand gateway for shopper 

interaction, tasting and experience, enhanced by immersive 
technologies. 

 » Stores as refill, recycle and return centres as packaging 
responds to environmental pressures. 

 » Vertically integrated stores where hydroponics enables 
freshproduce production on-site at scale. 

 » Stores that include additive manufacturing and 
customised or pre-ordered product is created on site.

Physical retail stores are already transitioning from being 
primarily a distribution channel for products to becoming a 
powerful media channel channel for branded experiences. 
They will increasingly represent important opportunities for 
brand theatre, for brands to showcase their stories and win 
consumer affection. 
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09
Health &
Wellbeing

Health and Wellbeing is a global mega-trend that has directly 
impacted on retail for some years, entrenched by Covid-19, it will 
continue to shape retail on many levels. 

At its most basic, consumers want to be sure the 
food they are eating is safe and its origins traceable. 

Then there is an emerging middle-class of young and aging 
shoppers alike, with greater awareness of the responsibility  
they bear for their health along with a rising prevalence of chronic 
diseases. Add to this consumers’ increasing preference for 
natural offerings, ethical and sustainable products. Culture  
is also a contributor with much value being placed on youth  
and youthfulness. 

Retail assortment, partnerships and even tone  
of voice embraces this trend, ensuring they  
remain relevant to the young and  
young-at-heart shopper.
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10
Sustainability & Inclusion 
– the rise of collective  
consciousness

As investor behaviour shifts to value a more  
conscious deployment of capital, sustainability has  
moved up the priority list of every multi-national brand  
owner’s agenda. Many of them have made hard, specific  
commitments quantifying their ambitions to be better corporate  
citizens in the move to a more circular no-waste economy. This includes carbon  
targets and revising traditional production processes, the reduction of packaging and  
the elimination of single-use plastic. It extends too to fair trade sourcing, community support 
and inclusion and ethical stances on racial inclusiveness, gender equality  
and minority rights.

They expect no less from their retail partners in the way they in turn operate and  
represent their brands in the market. 

A gross transgression of this code by either party will result in the  
other being held to account or even penalised to avoid the transfer  
of any negative sentiment around the transgression.

Societal inequalities across the continent mean that this trends’ roots will get deeper,  
grow and expand over time. Its significance should not be underestimated.
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